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Background: Specific cognitive impairments have been
found in association with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy
(TLE), such as deficits in declarative memory or verbal
abilities. No attention has been paid so far to possible deficits
in number processing.
Objective: To investigate deficits in number processing in
patients with TLE.
Methods: Numerical abilities were assessed in 28 right
handed patients with medically intractable unilateral TLE and
in a control group.
Results: No differences between patients and controls were
found in analogue number processing with Arabic input, in a
comparison task, or in simple addition and simple subtraction; however, there were significant group differences in
tasks with verbal input, in simple division, in complex mental
calculation, in a semantic knowledge task, and in conceptual
tasks. Only minor differences were found between patients
with right and left TLE.
Conclusions: While numerical deficits may be expected in
patients with left sided TLE, it is open for discussion why
patients with right sided TLE also show numerical deficits.

S

pecific cognitive impairments have been found to be
associated with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE),
such as deficits in declarative memory,1 face/name
processing,2 or language functions.3 However, little attention
has been paid so far to possible deficits in number processing.
Impairment of number processing is common with focal and
diffuse brain disease and is typically associated with left
posterior lesions.4–6 Though deficits in number processing and
calculation are severe handicaps in everyday life, acquired
numerical deficits are often not appropriately diagnosed.
While assessment of number processing is mostly limited to
single subtests of larger batteries, a more specific diagnosis
oriented at current neuropsychological models is needed. A
recent neuropsychological model7 8 proposes three numerical
systems: first, operations based on the processing of
quantities would be supported by both hemispheres—in
particular by the horizontal part of the bilateral intraparietal
sulcus. Second, verbal aspects of number processing (for
example, reciting the multiplication tables) would be
mediated by language relevant areas of the left hemisphere
and the left angular gyrus. Third, the visual Arabic system
would involve the inferior temporo-occipital cortex and the
posterior superior parietal lobes. It should be noted, however,
that this model is still tentative in some aspects and is
debated in various studies.9
In the present study number processing was assessed in
two groups of patients with unilateral mesial TLE (right or
left). Following the triple code model it was predicted that
both groups should perform well in tasks of quantity based
processing, which are thought to be bilaterally represented
(comparison, analogue magnitude processing with Arabic
input, simple subtraction and addition). On the other hand,

patients should show more difficulty with skills that are
thought to be more lateralised (multiplication, division,
complex mental calculation, tasks with verbal input, semantic number knowledge). This should be particularly true for
patients with left hemisphere dysfunction.10 11 We further
expected deficits in conceptual knowledge of arithmetic in
both patients groups. Deficits in conceptual knowledge have
been observed after left parietal lesions affecting number
processing.12 However, it was hypothesised that such a
complex ability—which involves drawing inferences and
manipulating numerical information—relies on the interplay
of different brain regions and may thus be affected in both
TLE groups.13

METHODS
Participants
Patients were recruited during a presurgical evaluation
programme which included detailed clinical and neurological
examination. All patients underwent high resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and intensive video-EEG
monitoring with scalp and sphenoidal electrodes for an
average of five days. Interictal spikes were quantified
according to frequency and location. Ictal EEG was classified
according to localisation, morphology, and spatio-temporal
evolution. All patients underwent a comprehensive neuropsychological examination and Wada test (all were left
hemispheric language dominant). Interictal and ictal SPECT
studies were done in patients with ambiguous results on
non-invasive video-EEG monitoring. All patients had medically intractable unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy. Seizure
focus localisation was based on concordant findings in the
presurgical evaluation. Fifteen patients with left TLE and 13
patients with right TLE—comparable for age, education,
duration of disease, and general intelligence—were included
in the study, along with 55 controls for the numerical tasks,
matched for age and education.
Numerical tasks
Analogue number scale (n = 12). Subjects have to choose
(among three alternatives) the position corresponding to a
given Arabic numeral (or number word) on an analogue
number scale. In half the trials the number scale extends
from 0 to 100, in the other half from 0 to 50. Half the items
were presented with Arabic numerals, half with number
words.
Arithmetic facts (eight problems for each operation; n = 32).
All problems are presented in Arabic format (for example,
364) and are answered verbally (‘‘twelve’’). Problems are
blocked by operation.
Mental calculation (five problems each for addition,
subtraction, and multiplication; n = 15). Subjects have to
compute mentally the answer to visually presented twodigit problems and to answer verbally.
Arithmetic principles tasks (15 problems for addition and
multiplication; n = 30). Two related multidigit operations—one with the correct answer, the other with a
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blank at the place of the result—are presented to the
subject. Subjects are required to give the solution to the
second problem without calculating it, but with reference
to the first problem.
Number comparison (n = 120). Single digits (1 to 4, 6 to 9)
are presented on the computer screen; subjects have to
indicate as fast as possible whether the number is smaller
or larger than 5 (right button = larger, left button =
smaller).
Semantic number knowledge (n = 20; adapted from Crutch
and Warrington14). Subjects have to answer semantic
numerical questions such as ‘‘How many days are there in
a year?’’. The answer is chosen among four alternatives.

RESULTS
Comparison of demographic variables showed no differences
between groups (Kruskal–Wallis test). The characteristics of
the study subjects were as follows (values given as mean
(SD)):

N

Left TLE: n = 15; age 41.8 (10.6) years; education 11.1
(3.0) years; age at onset 23.0 (17.2) years; duration of
disease 18.3 (14.2) years.

N
N

Right TLE: n = 13; age 33.5 (13.6); education 10.9 (2.4)
years; age at onset 15.1 (14.1) years; duration of disease
18.3 (14.8) years.
Controls: n = 55; age 34.4 (8.2) years; education 10.9 (3.2)
years.

Both patient groups scored in the average range for verbal
memory, visual learning, object naming, visual scanning, and
cognitive flexibility. In the recognition of faces, the right TLE
group scored in the low average range, and the left TLE group
in the average range. For both groups, reaction times were in
the low average range in an alertness task (tonic alertness,
phasic alertness), and anxiety and depression scores were
average in both groups. Finally, a short form of the Wechsler
scale showed an average IQ in both groups (right TLE group,
102.5 (15.0); left TLE group, 104.7 (14.9)). Comparisons
using Mann–Whitney tests showed no significant differences
between the groups.
Numerical tasks
Kruskal–Wallis tests (fig 1, table 1) showed significant
differences between groups in the verbal number scale task
(p,0.0001), simple division (p = 0.023), the mental calculation task (accuracy, p,0.0001; response times, p = 0.018),

Table 1 Performance of the three groups in numerical tasks and between group comparisons
Right TLE

Number scale, sum
Input Arabic numerals
Input number words
Arithmetic facts, sum
Addition
Subtraction
Multiplication
Division
Mental calculation
RT, mental calculation (s)
Arithmetic principles
Semantic knowledge
Number comparison
Split 1 RT (ms)
Split 2 RT (ms)
Split 3 RT (ms)
RT, reaction time.
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Left TLE

N

Mean

SD

Kruskal–Wallis test

12
6
6
32
8
8
8
8
15

10.77
5.46
5.31
30.54
8
8
7.08
7.46
11.85
117.31
25.77
14.38

1.74
1.20
0.75
2.50
0
0
1.50
1.20
2.97
56.69
3.65
2.53

9.73
5.07
4.67
30.33
7.93
7.93
7.60
6.87
12.00
140.33
24.07
13.20

2.02
1.10
1.18
2.69
0.26
0.26
0.63
2.10
3.07
61.45
4.54
3.23

11.64
5.71
5.93
31.71
7.98
7.91
7.65
7.73
14.00
98.53
28.71
16.31

0.59
0.50
0.26
3.47
0.13
0.35
0.62
0.78
1.05
32.35
1.34
2.18

,0.0001
NS
,0.0001

631.62
620.37
597.58

120.7
111.46
116.00

653.75
631.14
589.14

138.95
121.98
111.45

512.34
488.73
470.53

56.59
62.29
45.05

30
20

SD

Mean

Control
SD

Mean

NS
NS
NS
0.023
,0.0001
0.018
,0.0001
0.018
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Figure 1 Accuracy rates in numerical tasks. Performance of the three groups in numerical tasks. Significant group differences (Kruskal–Wallis) are
indicated by ** (p,0.0001) or * (p,0.05).
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DISCUSSION
There were several differences in numerical tasks between
the TLE groups and the control group. It was predicted that
tasks based on the processing of quantities should not show
group differences but that tasks more specifically supported
by one hemisphere should show group differences (between
TLE groups and controls, but also between the TLE groups).
We also assumed that semantic and conceptual knowledge
would differ between TLE groups and controls. In fact, the
number scale task with Arabic input, simple addition, and
simple subtraction did not differ between groups. Moreover,
all three groups showed standard distance effects in a
number comparison task,8 answering significantly faster
when the numerical distance was larger than when the
distance was smaller. Thus the results confirm the hypothesis
that quantity based abilities are not, or are only slightly,
affected in TLE patients. Alternatively one could assume that
a bilateral hemispheric representation offers better compensation opportunities when there is unilateral dysfunction.
Almost all the other tasks showed significant group
differences. The number scale task with verbal input, the
simple division task, the mental calculation task (accuracy
and answer times), and the semantic knowledge task all
differed between groups. These findings are in line with a
more lateralised and thus more vulnerable cognitive elaboration. However, it has to be stressed that only minor
differences were found between the right and left TLE groups
(though the left TLE group had lower scores). While the left
TLE group differed from controls in division and in semantic
number knowledge, right TLE patients did not. Though the
results suggest a small left TLE disadvantage, if any, it
emerges from the study that both, right and left TLE patients
have difficulties in numerical tasks. While such deficits may
have been expected for patients with left TLE, it is open for
discussion why patients with right TLE show numerical
deficits. There are several possibilities. First, spreading
seizures may affect various anatomical areas, including those

relevant to numerical processing.15 Though numerical processes are predominantly supported by parietal and frontal
areas, a recent case study of a calculation prodigy also
showed involvement of the medial temporal areas.16 Second,
multiple regions of the brain—including those critical for
numerical processing—may be subject to neuronal cell loss in
patients with both right and left TLE.17 In fact, it has
repeatedly been shown that diffuse brain lesion may lead to
generic reduction in processing resources and to marked
numerical deficits.18 Third, chronic TLE may shift the
anatomical representation of cognitive functions. Thus
cognitive models developed using data from patients affected
by focal brain lesions and neuroimaging data from healthy
adults may not apply to patients with TLE.
.....................
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the arithmetic principles task (p,0.0001), and the semantic
knowledge task (p = 0.018). Mann–Whitney tests between
right and left TLE showed no significant differences, while
both groups differed from controls (corrected level of
significance, p,0.008; right TLE v controls: verbal number
scale task, p,0.0001, mental calculation, p = 0.0006, principles task, p = 0.0008; left TLE v controls: verbal number scale
task, p,0.0001, division, p = 0.006; mental calculation,
p,0.0001, principles task, p,0.0001, semantic knowledge,
p,0.0008).
In the number comparison task, mean correct reaction
times were assessed by analysis of variance with groups
(right TLE, left TLE, controls (subgroup of 13)) as the
between-subjects variable, and split (1,2,3) as the withinsubjects variable. The effect of split was highly significant
(F(2,36) = 35.85; p,0.0001), as was the effect of group
(F(2,36) = 7.34; p = 0.002), controls answering faster than
patients. No interaction between group and split was found.
All groups showed a standard distance effect, with reaction
times inversely related to the numerical distance. All groups
showed low error rates in the number comparison task (right
TLE 0.53%, left TLE 0.65%, controls 0.39%).
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